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About ten years ago, 1 was confronted with a practical 

question : "Pade approximant, well, but what one ?". In the same 

tinw, some physicists used only the diagonal approxlmants ['Vv.AvJ 

or I'*"''A1 J . Presently, many people use also only these 

approximants, successfully or not, but frequently without serious 

argumentation. 

This choice is historically suggested by the Stieltjes case 

or by the requirement about the asymptotic behaviour of the function 

at % -» oo .For the finite ^ these Pade approximants can be 

accidently very good, however in some case, they are very bad. The 

numerical analysys of the "bad cases" shows that the diagonal approxi-

mants are not necessary the best ones. This has originated the Best 

Padé Approximant (BPA) problem formulated ten years ago [l}, [2] which 

still stimulates my work. 

I wish to present here the philosophy of the BPA problem by 

means of some examples. After that, 1 shall describe the numerical 

algorithms of choice of the BPA from the finite triangular Pade table, 

some theoretical results and some encouraging results of application 

of these algorithms to no justified theoretically cases. 

The main problem of the theory of Padê approximants (PA) is 

the convergence of the PA sequences. In computational applications, 

however, the main problem is quite different : how to choose a 

"good" PA from a finite set of PA which can be computed and what we 

mean by "good" ? It will be called the BPA problem. 

The Padê approximants l«n./'»-i— <i*/Q«. are computed 

from the formal power series 
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by 
ord (G^f -TL )»«***•<» , Qnfo)=H 

which leads to *>e following linear system for Qn(^)a^»<jA»...*4^ : 

»«»•«.^ 

r*i ~e».*ri 
s». 

= -
c*>ta. 

. > . 
C* A» + «*l 

V 4 ) 

(1) 

(2) 

There exist many sophisticated numerical algorithms to 
compute all triangular Pad6 table **+«* $ L with essentially the 
same cost than the computation of one PA [*v/«\| (**•* = L j by the 
linear system. The determinant of the system (2) denoted by C « . 
is of Toeplitz type and if C* fO we have : 

f w - T^^VQ-W 
(-i) 

v*1 C**< (3) 

The last ratio defines the local error of approximation in 
the infinitesimal neighborhood of the origin in the"\-plane. However, 
in the BPA problem, we are essentially interested in the non-local 
properties which can be formulated as follows. 

. Let a function 4- be analytic in the open region D f and 
jf«*;Aj]j be a_finite set of PA to f analytic in j ) ^ . Consider 
a closed region P : _ 

D c J)f o 3> M 
We can define the BPA Ln/h/] by : 

Hu | { - tM/w] | = lit* M*,y | f - t ^ / * ; ] I W 
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The PA [M/ lv j 1S not necessary unique, but exists because the consi
dered set of PA is f inite and the region D is not empty. 

Let me give some tr iv ia l arguments. Suppose the Padë table 
has one great bloc : 

I f we only know L + 1 coefficients, we can compute al l the PA in the 
L-triangle, but the choice of the PA, i K / * / ] , Is no evident. However, 
1t is an unique PA which reproduces exactly the series up to the term 
of I + U degrees; other PA on the L antidiagonal reproduce exactly 
only the L terms. However, i f we work in I ' - tr iangle, appears 
clearly as the best one. In fact, we could yet see that in the 
L antidiagonal, the local error term C w ^ , / C w is null. 

Let me give now a physical example where we have some 
additionally informations on the function which must be approximated. 
This information allows to eliminate the bad approximations. Let H 
be the hanriltonian of the harmonic oscillator in the phase space 
Cb)<^) i.e . (momentum, coordinates): 

H s iM l V »>0 { 5 ) 

By means of the Lionville operator 

I • / 111 . ib 1-^ 

with d „ = j $> + j, o, we can define the correlation function 
in time as follows : ; 

D(0 = < c l o e i U d > I ( # < ^ ^ . > t % I ^ S . r 
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where S^-0 if*, is odd by symmetry properties. 

The general mécanisai arguments say that the function D is positive: 

B(fc) >0 ,6) 

Looking for the approximations of D(t), we firstly compute its 

Laplace transform t>(^i , afterwards, we developp fl (£) in the 

continued fraction 
* _ So *« « * 

W"y TF" A ( 7 ) 

and by the Inverse Laplace transform of the approximants of b ($) , 
which are PA, we return to the approximations of D(t). In our case (5), 

after the simple summation, D(t) becomes : 

D<0 • * . - & • & ««*«* m 

6 < * > - & $ ¥ " S u / l 1 ^ (9 ) 

which are the compact exact solutions. Let me test this moment method 

in our case computing the following approximants of T> t%) : 

We see that D. is inacceptable by physical positivity argument(6), 

because it oscillates between S & and ~ 5„ . 

It is obvious that the PA is not necessary the best rational 

approximation of function in the non-local domain. For instance, in 

the unit disc the best constant approximation of &' is cK 1 while 

PA[o/o]=<t; in fact, we have : 

r W i t"'i-'ll = A . } Ail >A.*}S2 ~ Ho* | e~3 - t U I (10) 
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In the same disc, the best 0/4 rational approximation of t* is : 
_ Vf - A 

~T" e (11) 

while PA t*/*]* */(*-$ • 

In [z] page 388, I have shown that the best least square 
rational approximation to log„, (4.Ï «• O on the interval [-4,4] 
Is quite similar, but not equal to the PA. This Indicates that the PA 
can be used as a good starting approximation to compute the least 
square rational approximations by the regression (Iterative) method. 

Let me return to the function e '. Froissart and myself 
have estimated the non-local errors of PA to t ' by means of the 
saddle point method : 

Theorem 
The PA C*>-/*1 to e"* converges uniformly in each compact of t if «i 
and <K tend to infinity and : 

w(iH«->-c-*M«^vt^v. e "^ r " (12) 
/ • . • * • ' / - » 

Note that the numerical coefficient in (12) is exactly t»,^/C^. from(3). 
For instance, for **.•/«. a 6, the condition »«.+.**•£ of this theorem 
is not satisfied, however the numerical results give essentially the 
same errors as the formulae (12). This shows that the asymptotic (in 
the table) formulae gives the good results 1n the non-asymptotic 
regions. Let me define the B?A in the antidiagonal « n * = 6 in 
different region of H e \ by means of (1?), i.e. I compare the quantities 

\.°/c~\ is the best in S"-*« * & * 

[</sl " zir < Ra3 $ r.3? 
[i/n] " c.ie < R«J « &.7r 
[ i / i ] " -«-ft * Rtj* •.*« 
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These regions must be restricted in the complex plane to the "domain 
of good approximation" defined by the distribution of zeros and poles 
of PA (see |Y] p.300). But the important remark is that for the great 
positive Re} the 8PA tends to thefrAl row. Intuitively, it is clear, 
because this row repres' - f'te truncated inverse series in the 
denominator * a 4 / * " h is not alternated. 

Let me formulate now the practical BPA problem where the 
only Information 1s given by a finite sequence of computed numbers, i.e.: 

( cJ)u " (t»"> c*? ••• > C Z } (13) 
The infinite sequence (tj) and the infinite sequence of the 

exact coefficients (^ are not known. The practical questions lead 
essentially to two problems : 

4 L ^ Jli»C»ic* rL X^C. = C 
i * 

The first one asks what is the function -f and what is the relation 
between the approximation of -f and the exact function. The second 
problem is related to the convergence acceleration technics, but it 
can also be expressed in terms of the firstproblem by formal transformation 

and looking for the approximation of F at ^=< (see [z\ p.315-316). 
In . both cases, we must answer two important questions : 

i) How do we select the well computed subsequence from (^fit ? 

ii) How do we select the "good" PA of -f* hoping that it is also a 
"good" approximation of { ? 

In what follows, we are going to separate these two questions giving 
the numerical algorithm which allows to select the well computed 
coefficients c* [l~l,l2j and formulating the BPA problem from the 
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exact sequence ( cpi_ as follows : 

The algorithms presented in the following are only proved 

for some classes of functions and we emphasize on two points : 

i) the relation between the algorithms of choice of BPA and the 

theorems (which are In general asymptotic) of convergence of PA ; 

this question is not the most important, however it gives some 

arguments in favor of our algorithms ; 

11) the application of our algorithms to functions (series) for which 

the convergence theorems of PA have not been proved; we think that 

such successful numerical experiments can lead to new ideas in the 

convergence theory. 

All these remarks and examples show the difficulty to formu

late in the adequate way the problem of the non-local BPA. Secondly, 

we have to select the simplest properties of PA in the way to formulate 

the practical algorithms of choice of the BPA. 

Choice of the norm 

In the BPA problems, we use essentially two following norms : 

(i) TchfeDyshev norm 11 11 j> = ^°£ I I (16) 

(ii) Hardy like norm : * 

where T)£ * i ̂  | \%i<t \ 0 < t * <T<e 3 and ç is the radius of 

convergence of the series f . 

The following theorem of best local approximation is due 

to Walsh and Chui : 
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Theorem 

Let f be a power series with radius of convergence Ç . 
Let ic,£] ( 0 < t * S * Ç.} be a real interval and T f ° the 
best rational Tchebyshev approximation of f on t°i£3 in the cone XT 
of rational fractions of "degrees" no greater than "H/« ", i.e. 

then, the rational fraction r* defined as follows 

Is the reduced Padë form [2] . 

Replacing the norm (16) by(17) 1t 1s probably possible (see [2] p.200) 
to prove that the reduced Padé form is also the best local rational 
approximation in OL . 

Let me remind now the numerical algorithms which have been 
presented in Cvl> [ A and [i\ . 

fj -Method 

The name is related to the radius of convergence, because the method 
is based on the analysis of the behaviour of the sequence ft^=|c«/ck», 

Theorem 

The series J C- "£ represents the rational function | * [ H / W J 

i f and only i f there exist the constants <}.,..-, c\u L%to} such 

that the following recurrence relat ion holds for a l l k >M : 

- ^ = & %^-i • < 1 8 > 
Of course, this guaranties the existence of the infinite bloc 

in the Padé table. 
Assume all poles of f real and arranged as follows 

0<^< ... < £„ 
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then 

where the polynomialRK satisfies : 
R k = K = M - W 1f 

if 
Then, we can express the coefficients C; as follows : 

(19) 

(20) 

Cist; 

•&*• (.«•«. |5**O s •<* 

^"* - is, ^ 
and we have : 

•**** € * = {*« S 
Knowing 6„ and ci* we can find by(21) p * and ttz by the same way; 
and so on. If we do not need the positions of the moduli of the poles, 
we only analyse the diagram of P«, : 

(21) 

— i-

We observe the effect of the polynomial R * up to the index K . 
Then P^ tends to a monotonie ponctuai function. If this monotony, 
once observed, is definitely broken from L, then we say that the 
coefficients with the index greater than L are badly computed. 

Now, we only use the sequence iCjJi. of "well computed" 
coefficients and, because K = W - M , we define the empirical BPA 
[ M / W I by : , „ , 

where the brackets design the integral part. 

If the perturbation in the beginning of the diagram f^. 
does not appear, we must inverse the series (Zcryj * = $d.\i 
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and look for the perturbation In the diagram of P* 

assuming that M 4 N , If both diagrams are not perturbated. then 
H-tf. 

The £ -method allows to select the well computed coefficients 

and gives directly the indexes M and N, the BPA t M / W ] is the last 

PA In the paradiagonal M - N in the Pad6 L-triangle. 

This method seems very efficient; see for instance its 

application to the extrapolation of the Fourier coefficients of the 

insufficiently sampled functions [lj , [z\ . 

From the mathematical point of view , it is difficult to 

define the "regular monotony" in the diagram Ç* . 1 have only proved 

one theorem where the "regular monotony" becomes "total monotony" [z\ : 

Theorem 

If for all <rv c ^ t e * * (c> 0 ) and f " is the totally 

monotonie function on [c,<*l, then the sequence ç „ s c w /<~M.*I 
is totally monotonie. 

This set of sequences corresponds to some Stieitjes and Stieltjes-like 

functions. In the case of the Stieitjes functions : 

The Ç -method chooses t ^ A l and [*-<i/*C\ PA as a BPA, which 
corresponds to the convergence theory. In particular all poles and 

zeros of these PA lie in the cut 3 ç , ° ° [ . This allows to obtain the 

inequalities for the errors occuring in the disc of radius less than P 

and by the same way to determine the BPA in the non-1oca1 region. 

For the other PA to the Stieitjes series, we have proved [2] 
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the theorem of geometrical convergence in a domain D > : 

which was recently improved by Baker and Graves-Morris [4], [5] . 

For the functions of class S (see [z\ p.114) : 

to. *.€-*> n 4^V 
and especially for 6* the Ç -method indicates the diagonal PA as 
the BPA which also agrees with the convergence theory. We have seen 
in the previous example that the diagonal PA to 6 » 1s the best one 
only 1n the small non-local domain in the neighborhood of the origin. 
The existence of the non-local BPA to the functions of class S was 
f i rs t ly proved by E. Leopold and myself in [YJ. This result was 
recently improved in the Leopold thesis [73- These results allow to 
choose the BPA for given % in al l the rectangles in the Pade table. 

Valleys in the c-ratio table 

This method of the BPA selection conies from the analysis of the table 
of local errors (3) I C ^ / C ^ T l (c-ratio table) [ 2 ] , [3 ] . By joining 
up the quasi-equal absolute values of elements in this table, we 
frequently obtain the characteristic level curves forming the 
valley structure : 

\ 

minimal line 

We define the minimal line in a table (if it exists) as the line 
joining the minima of the absolute values of elements on the anti-
diagonals, i.e. for A«.+»K. fixed. The BPA is again defined in this 
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method as the last PA on the minimal line in the L-triangle. The idea 

of valleys is suggested by the case of the infinite bloc where all t£ = 0. 

A. Magnus and myself [33 have justified this method of selection 

of the non-local BPA for the Stieljes case. 

The numerical experiments show that the valleys method agrees 

with the P -method and can be also efficient in the cases where the P • 

method Is non-applicable. This was Illustrated by some examples coming 

from the fluid mechanics (see [2], p.414-420). 

Recently ! have presented with E. Leopold the valleys method with an 

optimized FORTRAN program of computation of the c-table and c-ratio table 

for the practical users(%Q. 

Other methods of BPA choice which I have proposed in £2], p.406, 

as "Padê coefficients method" or "Gram matrix method" have been tested 

in jVJ, but they are characterized by a great numerical cost and can be 

used only as the tests. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1 wish to emphasize that it is very difficult to characterize 

any arbitrary sequence. For instance the Stieltjes moment sequences, 

say (s ) , representing the Stieltjes functions and the totally positive 

sequences, say (p_)i representing the functions of class S (both in 

the non-rational cases) satisfy the interesting inequalities: 

». < c<... <*?-<... < i 

t 4 > ?T> •• . > t ^ > . . . >i 
where we put s = p » 1 without loss of generality and where p 
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designs the radius of convergence. Then we obtain : 

S f c > S,*"" and ^ < p „ ' 

and the characteristic diagram : 

NON-RATIONAL ST1ELT0ES 
5-

/ 

geometrical sequences (rational Stieltjes 
and S cases) 

NON-RATIONAL S 

In another hand I do know in the present time any practical 

methods of selection of the best generalized PA : Padé type, quadratic 

or tubic approximants which are more and more important for the appli

cations. I am sure that many people are expecting from specialists 

efficient technics for the BPA choice, rather than the sophisticated 

comergence theorems. 
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